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Qatar  A dazzling shopping experience
The newly built Mall of Qatar has introduced a
brand new entertainment concept, which is
already fascinating the entire nation with its
500,000 sq. m of innovative shopping, top
notch recreation and remarkable leisure
options. Expected to welcome over 20 million
visitors a year, Mall of Qatar offers an amazing
entertainment experience, with 52 weeks of
spectacular headline shows, as well as a
multilevel...

read more...

Russia  Lighting up the Palace of
Culture in Tyumen
Tyumentel, a building contractor based in
Tyumen, made a huge present to the citizen
of the Russian city of Tyumen completing the
outdoor reconstruction and indoor
renovation of the Neftyanik Palace of Culture.
Built in the 70’s, the building was firstly
designed to host industry conferences and
round tables, exhibitions and presentations.
Its recent renewal process transformed it into
a true...

read more...

UK  A Light Friday at the Building
Centre in London
Located in Central London, the Building
Centre is an excellent venue for a variety of
events. Its seminar rooms, boardroom and
galleries lend themselves to conferences,
meetings, product launches, drinks receptions
and various exhibitions curated throughout
the year, which cover a wide spectrum of

the year, which cover a wide spectrum of
topics within the built environment. Expert
speakers and tutors provide talks, seminars
and short courses...

read more...

NordeonGroup projects
As part of the Nordeon Group, we would like
to share with our readers international
projects finalized by our sister companies
around the world. This month we will focus
on HessAmerica and one of their latesta
installations in Houston, Texas. Baybrook
Mall, located near NASA's Johnson Space
Center and just south of downtown Houston,
completed a multimillion dollar expansion of
its property last...

read more...

LFI 2017: Back to Philadelphia
As the U.S. largest annual architectural and
commercial lighting trade show and
conference,...

read more...
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